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The proposed structure supports both cavity resonant mode (CRM) and hybrid plasmonic-cavity mode (HPCM). CRM is only sensitive to the environmental refractive index (RI). HPCM are sensitive to both RI and thickness of analyte layer. The proposed structure can measure both RI and thickness of analyte simultaneously. 
a r t i c l e i n f o

b s t r a c t
A novel hybrid plasmonic biosensor using a sub-wavelength reflection metal grating is proposed and analyzed. The simulation results show that the hybrid plasmonic-cavity (HPCM) are wavelength dependent on both the refractive index (RI) and thickness of the surrounding analyte layer, with a sensitivity of 448 nm/RIU (refractive index unit) and 75 nm/lm, respectively. However wavelength related to the cavity resonant mode (CRM) is only sensitive to the environmental refractive index changes. In principle it is possible to determine both RI and thickness of the coating layer simultaneously. Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), confined at a metal-dielectric interface with an exponentially decaying field in both sides, have been considered as energy and information carriers which significantly overcome the conventional diffraction limit at a subwavelength level. A substantial amount of research has been carried out in the visible [1] , infrared [2, 3] , and terahertz regions [4, 5] . Extraordinary transmission (EOT) phenomena have sparked a lot of interest in metal optics, including EOT through a sub-wavelength single metallic slit [6] , slit array [7] and hole array [8] . It is generally believed that the cavity resonant mode (CRM) and the excitation of SPPs play an essential role in EOT phenomena. One type of structure is a reflection metal grating (RMG), for which there have been some theoretical studies, but only in connection with an investigation of SPPs and/or localized SPPs (LSPPs) [9, 10] . Recently, we have investigated the characteristics of SPPs waves on a RMG with perpendicular slits using a transmission line model [11] . The motivation for studying RMG is that a wide variety of optical devices based on RMG structures have been proposed, including photovoltaic cells [12] , plasmonic sensors [13] , and so on. In addition it is known that layer-by-layer assemblies based on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) hybridization have significant potential for various biochemical nanotechnologies [14] . In such applications, it is very important to be able to achieve real-time detection of the physicochemical properties of the layers i.e. their thickness and refractive index (RI).
In this paper, a novel biosensor consisting of sub-wavelength reflection RMG is proposed and characterized by the Finite Element Method (FEM) [15] . The simulation results show that the bandwidth of the reflection dip excited by the hybrid plasmonic-cavity mode (HPCM) is much narrower than that of CRM and its spectral response is very sensitive to both the refractive index and the thickness of the dielectric layer while the CRM is only sensitive to the refractive index of the dielectric layer. Such characteristics indicate that the proposed structure can be used to solve the problem of cross sensitivity of HPCM and it is particularly suitable for biochemical applications for the detection of both refractive index and the thickness of organic materials.
The schematic diagram of the investigated structure is shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of a one-dimensional sub-wavelength RMG (with the grating period T, the slit width f and height h) coated with a dielectric layer (i.e. analyte, with a thickness d and refractive index n d ) surrounded by air. For this structure, it is assumed that a source with TM-polarization (magnetic field vector parallel to the grating slits) normally illuminates the grating. For the purpose of the simulation, we assume the slit is filled with a dielectric 
material with a RI (n = 1.33) close to that of the analyte. In the simulation, an extend Debye dispersion model is used to characterize the frequency-dependent dielectric constant of metal e m [16] :
De n a n x 2 þ ib n x À c n ð1Þ where x is the angular frequency of the incident electromagnetic radiation, and for silver, the related values of De n , a n , b n and C n are employed as follows: Fig. 2a shows the simulated reflective spectra for the structure as shown in Fig. 1 . The structural parameters in the simulation are as follows: n d = 1.33, T = 600 nm, f = 50 nm, h = 300 nm and d = 600 nm. As shown in Fig. 2a there are basically two reflection dips in the wavelength range from 700 nm to 1000 nm, positioned at 773.2 nm and 930 nm, respectively. The width of the reflection dip at 930 nm is much wider than that at 773.2 nm. The Q value for the dip at 930 nm is 33.1, which is less than twice the Q value of 72.8 for the dip at 773.2 nm.
It is useful to visualize the field distributions within the structure for different wavelengths and resonance types. Fig. 2b and c shows the corresponding normalized magnetic 2D-field patterns. Fig. 2b indicates that the reflection dip at 930 nm is excited by CRM since the magnetic fields are strongly concentrated in the slits with standing wave patterns, and only a small portion of the magnetic field leaks to outside. Fig. 2c shows that the reflection dip at 773.2 nm is excited by HPCM i.e. the mode is of hybrid nature with contributions of SPPs and CRM. Often one contribution is, however, dominant.
Based on insights provided in Fig. 2 , in the presence of periodic slits, the light will be diffracted by the slits. The wave-vector of the diffracted light is superimposed on the incident light. The SPPs can be excited only when the mismatched wave-vector is bridged:
k SPPs = k in sin a ± 2np/T, where k SPPs denotes the wave-vector of SPPs, k in , a and n are the wave-vector of the incident light, the angle of incidence and an integer not less than zero, respectively.
The highly concentrated field at the analyte layer provides a very effective overlap between HPCM and surrounding analyte, leading to the conclusion that HPCM may be an ideal candidate for the biosensing applications. Fig. 3 shows a contour plot of the normalized reflected intensity as a function of both wavelength and the value of n d as n d varies from 1.33 to 1.38. The red region indicates a total reflection and the dark blue streak regions represent reflectance dips arising from the excitation of HPCM or CRM. The geometric parameters are T = 600 nm, f = 50 nm, h = 300 nm and d = 600 nm. It is clear that the shift in the reflective dip related to HPCM is more sensitive to n d than that of another dip produced by the CRM. The reflective dip related to the CRM experiences a linear red shift with a sensitivity (Dk/Dn) of 240 nm/RIU (refractive index unit). However the dip associated with HPCM experiences a red shift with a significantly higher sensitivity of 448 nm/RIU. This is due to the fact that the magnetic field of CRM is more concentrated within the cavity which is relatively far from the analyte layer compared to that of HPCM and hence the influence of analyte layer on HPCM is more significant than that on CRM.
The influence of the thickness of the analyte layer on the spectral response was also investigated and shown in Fig. 4 . The parameters used in the simulation are T = 600 nm, f = 50 nm, h = 300 nm and n d = 1.35. As expected as the thickness d varies, the reflective dips related to the CRM remains unchanged, while the dip related to the HPCM experiences significant linear red-shift with a sensitivity (Dk/Dd) of 75 nm/lm.
Within the scope of the above discussions, we know that the central wavelength of the dip related to HPCM depends on both the thickness and refractive index seriously, however the wavelength shift related to CRM is thickness independent but sensitive to refractive index, making it possible to use the technique proposed in the paper to distinguish and measure both the thickness and RI simultaneously. As an example in our simulation, the relationship between HPCM-induced wavelength shift (Dk HPCM ) and CRM-induced spectral response variation (Dk CRM ) can be expressed as:
where Dd and Dn d are the thickness and RI variations of the analyte layer, respectively. Since the wavelength variations of two spectral dips can be measured independently, by solving Eq. (2), both the thickness and RI can be determined independently.
In conclusion, we have proposed and theoretically analyzed a novel hybrid plasmonic biosensor based on a sub-wavelength reflection metal grating. Our investigations show that the wavelength dip related to HPCM has a higher Q value of 72.8 compared to the other dip due to a CRM with Q value of 33.1. The sensitivity of the dip related to HPCM to the refractive index of the analyte layer is approximately twice than that of the dip related to CRM. The sensitivity of HPCM to the analyte layer thickness means that HPCM can be used to detect the thickness of a coating layer (i.e. an organic analyte) with a sensitivity of 75 nm/lm. Finally by measuring the spectral response shifts of both HPCM and CRM dips, the proposed technique can be used to detect both the RI and the thickness of the specific biochemical targets or analytes simultaneously. 
